Abstract. We study the rationality of the Artin-Mazur zeta function of a dynamical system defined by a polynomial self-map of 
Definitions and Preliminaries
In the study of dynamical systems the Artin-Mazur zeta function is the generating function for counting periodic points. For any set X and map f : X → X it is a formal power series defined by (1) ζ f (X; t) = exp
We use the convention that f n means f composed with itself n times, and that Fix(f n ) denotes the set of fixed points of f n . For ζ f (X; t) to make sense as a formal power series we assume that #(Fix(f n )) < ∞ for all n. The zeta function is also represented by the product formula ζ f (X; t) = x∈Per(f,X)
where Per(f, X) is the set of periodic points of f in X and p(x) is the least positive n such that f n (x) = x. This function was introduced by Artin and Mazur in the case where X is a manifold and f : X → X is a diffeomorphism [AM] . In this context ζ f (X; t) is proved to be a rational function for certain classes of diffeomorphisms (e.g. [G, M] ). This shows that in these cases the growth of #(Fix(f n )) is determined by the finitely many zeros and poles of ζ f . From this point onward we make the definition
for economy of notation.
We are interested in the rationality of the zeta function in an algebraic context, motivated by the following example.
Example: Let X be a variety over F p and let f : X → X be the Frobenius map, i.e. the p-th power map on coordinates. Fix(f n ) is exactly the set of F p n -valued points of X. Therefore ζ f (X; t) is the Hasse-Weil zeta function of X, and is rational by Dwork's Theorem [D] .
We study a simple, yet interesting case: fix a prime p and let X = A 1 Fp , the affine line over F p . Let f ∈ F p [x], let d = deg f , and assume that d ≥ 2. Consider the dynamical system defined by f as a self-map of A 1 (F p ). The points in Fix(f n ) are the roots in F p of the degree d n polynomial f n (x) − x counted without multiplicity, so a n ≤ d n . If we consider ζ f (t) as a function of a complex variable t, it converges to a holomorphic function on C in a disc around the origin of radius d −1
(at least -it is not clear that d −1 is the largest radius of convergence). Our motivating question is:
If we count periodic points with multiplicity, then a n = d n for all n and Question 1 becomes completely trivial by the calculation
so we count each periodic point only once. A partial answer to our question is given by the following two theorems, which show that for some simple choices of f , ζ f is not only irrational, but also not algebraic over Q(t).
Theorem 2. If a ∈ F × p m , p odd and m any positive integer, then ζ x p m +ax (F p ; t) is transcendental over Q(t).
Our strategy of proof depends heavily on the following two theorems. Their proofs, as well as a good introduction to the theory of finite automata and automatic sequences, can be found in [AS] .
Theorem 3 (Christol). The formal power series
Theorem 4 (Cobham). For p, q multiplicatively independent positive integers (i.e. log p/ log q / ∈ Q), the sequence {b n } is both p-automatic and q-automatic iff it is eventually periodic.
The following is an easy corollary to Christol's theorem which we will use repeatedly [AS, Theorem 12.6 .1].
] is algebraic over Q(t), then the reduction of {b n } mod p is p-automatic for every prime p.
We note that Corollary 5 will be applied to the logarithmic derivative ζ f /ζ f = ∞ n=1 a n t n−1 , rather than to ζ f .
Throughout this paper we use v p to mean the usual p-adic valuation, that is, v p (a/b) = ord p (b)−ord p (a). We use (n) p as in [AS] to signify the base-p representation of the integer n, and we denote the multiplicative order of a mod n by o(a, n), assuming that a and n are coprime integers.
Proof of Theorem 1
, so it has distinct roots over F p . Therefore a n = (deg f ) n and ζ f (F p , t) is rational as in equation (2). Now suppose f (x) = x m where p m. Assume by way of contradiction that ζ f is algebraic over Q(t). The derivative ζ f = dζ f /dt is algebraic, which can be shown by writing the polynomial equation that ζ f satisfies and applying implicit differentiation. Hence ζ f /ζ f is algebraic. We have
. By Corollary 5, for every prime q the reduced sequence {a n } mod q is q-automatic.
First we count the roots of
There is one root at zero, and we write m n − 1 = p a b, where p b, so
The polynomial x b − 1 has derivative bx b−1 , and (
Now we need to reduce mod some carefully chosen prime q. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether p = 2.
Case 1: If p = 2, let q be a prime dividing m, q = 2. There is such a prime because m > 1 and 2 m. Let r = 2 −1 in F q . Reducing mod q,
The subsequence {a 2n } reduced mod q is q-automatic because subsequences of automatic sequences indexed by arithmetic progressions are automatic [AS, Theorem 6.8 .1]. We define the sequence {b n } as
The sequence {b n } is q-automatic, because subtracting 1 and multiplying by −1 simply permute the elements of F q . We have b n = r v 2 (m 2n −1) by (4). To proceed, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 6. i. For any n, m ∈ N, m odd,
ii. If p is an odd prime and n, m ∈ N, p m, then
Proof. The proof is an elementary consequence of the structure of the unit group (Z/p n Z) × , see for example [L] , and is omitted.
By Proposition 6,
, the multiplicative order of r in F q , and note that d > 1 because r = 1. We see that b n is a function of v 2 (n) reduced mod d, and v 2 (n) is simply the number of leading zeros of (n) 2 (if we read the least significant digit first).
Lemma 7. If β n is a function of the equivalence class mod d of v p (n), then the sequence {β n } is p-automatic.
Proof. We can build a finite automaton (with output) whose output depends on the equivalence class mod d of the number of initial zeros of a string, as in Figure 1 for d = 4. There are d states arranged in a circle (the q i in the figure) , reading a zero moves from one of these states to the next, and reading any other symbol moves to a final state (the r i ) marked with the corresponding output. Therefore β n is p-automatic.
By Lemma 7, {b n } is 2-automatic. It is also q-automatic, so by Cobham's theorem {b n } is eventually periodic of period k. For some large n, we have b nk = b nk+k = b nk+2k = · · · = b (n+a)k for any positive integer a. This means that b N k = b nk for all N > n. By equation (5),
for all N > n. This is a contradiction, as d > 1. Case 2: If p > 2, we pick some prime q > m p−1 such that q ≡ 1 (mod p) (for example we can choose q ≡ 2 (mod p) by Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions). Clearly q m, so m q−1 ≡ 1 (mod q). Let r = p −1 in F q . The sequence {a n } is as in equation (3). We take the subsequence a (p−1)((q−1)n+1) and reduce it mod q. This subsequence is q-automatic. We compute
As m p−1 − 1 < q we can invert m p−1 − 1 mod q. If we subtract 1 and multiply by (m p−1 − 1) −1 as in Case 1, we get
which is q-automatic.
Y is the fiber of {b n } over r vp(m p−1 −1) and is therefore a q-automatic set (i.e. its characteristic sequence is q-automatic). We argue that Y is p-automatic.
Consider a finite-state transducer T on strings over {0, . . . , p − 1} such that T ((n) p ) = ((q − 1)n + 1) p . On strings with no leading zeros, T is one-to-one. Let L be the set of base-p strings (n) p such that n ∈ Y . Then
T (L) is a regular language, as both of its defining conditions can be recognized by a finite automaton (for the second condition, this follows from Lemma 7). Therefore T −1 (T (L)) = L is regular, that is, the characteristic sequence of Y is p-automatic. We use Cobham's theorem again to conclude that the characteristic sequence of Y is eventually periodic.
Let {y n } be the characteristic sequence of Y y n = 1 : n ∈ Y 0 : n / ∈ Y and let k be its (eventual) period. Write k as k = M p N , where p M (it is possible that N = 0). As q ≡ 1 (mod p), q − 1 is invertible mod p-powers, so we can solve the following equation for n.
Any n that solves this equation satisfies v p ((q − 1)n + 1) = dN and so y n = 1. Choose a large enough solution n so that {y n } is periodic at n. We can solve the following equation for a, and choose such an a to be positive.
Multiplying (7) 
Concluding Remarks
The polynomial maps in Theorems 1 and 2 are homomorphisms of the multiplicative and additive groups of F p , respectively. It should be possible to prove similar theorems for other maps associated to homomorphisms, e.g. Chebyshev polynomials, general additive polynomials, and Lattès maps on P 1 (F p ). See [S1] for a discussion of special properties of these maps.
It is more difficult to study the rationality or transcendence of ζ f when the map f has no obvious structure. For example, there is a standard heuristic that the map f (x) = x 2 + 1 behaves like a random mapping on a finite field of odd order (see [B] , [P] , [S2] and many others). We conclude with the following tantalizing question without hazarding a guess as to the answer.
Question 2. For p odd and f = x 2 + 1, is ζ f (F p , t) in Q(t)?
